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POWER RESERVE 
WATCHES

THE POWER RESERVE INDICATOR is an extremely useful feature for a me-
chanical watch, and fortunately we’re seeing more of them on our favorite 
dials. Considering that many mechanical timepieces should be operating 
with at least thirty percent of mainspring capacity, it’s helpful to glance at a 
visible power reserve indicator for a quick check on the amount of remaining 
stored energy. On the next few pages iW is pleased to present a selection of 
timepieces, varying in price point, that feature a power reserve indicator on 
the dial. Wind on! 

BY RACHEL GOLD

A. LANGE & SÖHNE :  
1815 UP/DOWN 

The number 1815 on this 39 mm model refers to the birth year 
of the founder of Saxon precision watchmaking, Ferdinand A. 
Lange, whose legendary pocket watches inspire the design of 
the piece. The watch is powered by a Lange manufacture calibre 
L051.2 manually wound movement. 

PRICE: $27,400 
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SEA HAWK 
PRICE: $13,800

This 44mm black ceramic piece is powered by an automatic GP03300-0074 
movement and has a power reserve of 46 hours minimum. Functions include: 
hours, minutes, small seconds, date and power reserve indication. The watch 
is water resistant to 1,000 feet.

GIRARD-PERREGAUX 

17 PANORESERVE 
PRICE: $11,300 

The heart of the PanoReserve is the manually wound 48-jewel Calibre 65-01 
with a 42-hour power reserve. The off-center hour/minute display features 
faceted red gold hands and applied red gold hour indexes. The stainless steel 
case measures 40mm.

GLASHÜTTE ORIGINAL 

18

HISTOIRE DE TOURBILLON 3 
PRICE: $657,200

The third series in Harry Winston’s exploration of the tourbillon features two 
rotating escapements as well as three tourbillons in action that are each rotat-
ing at different speeds – performing gravity-defying functions. This piece is 
limited to 20 pieces, the case measures 65 x 45.9mm, and the power reserve 
is 50 hours. 

HARRY WINSTON 

19 HL2.3
PRICE: $192,500

Known for offering a different way of reading time, this brand has included 
special features, such as retrograde minutes and a power reserve indicator. 
The case is made of grade-5 titanium and is coated with black DLC. It mea-
sures 50 x 42 x 17.8mm.

HAUTLENCE
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